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Abstract
This paper presents LexiVault, an open-source web tool with annotated lexicons and rich retrieval capabilities
primarily developed for, but not restricted to, the support of psycholinguistic research with key measures to design
stimuli for low-resource languages. Psycholinguistic research relies on human responses to carefully crafted stimuli
for a better understanding of the mechanisms by which we learn, store and process language. Stimuli design
captures specific language properties such as frequency, morphological complexity, or stem likelihood in a part of
speech, typically derived from a corpus that is representative of the average speaker’s linguistic experience. These
measures are more readily available for well-resourced languages, whereas efforts for lesser-studied languages
come with substantial overhead for the researcher to build corpora and calculate these measures from scratch. This
stumbling block widens the gap, further skewing our modeling of the mental architecture of linguistic processing
towards a small, over-represented set of the world’s languages. To lessen this burden, we designed LexiVault to
be user friendly and accommodate incremental growth of new and existing low-resource language lexicons in the
system through moderated community contributions while abstracting programming complexity to foster more interest
from the psycholinguistics community in exploring low-resource languages.
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1. Introduction

Psycholinguistic research is concerned with char-
acterizing the representations and mechanisms al-
lowing the human mind to learn, store and process
language. There are many measures that have
been demonstrated to be relevant to targeted exper-
imental investigations of psycholinguistic research,
including but not limited to: word, lemma, stem,
root, with frequency and length calculated for each,
(New et al., 2006; Kliegl et al., 2004; Yap and Balota,
2015), part of speech (POS) and morphological
paradigm information, including morphemic transi-
tion probability (Taft, 1979b,a; Baayen et al., 1997;
Solomyak and Marantz, 2010), and orthographic
and phonological similarity (Andrews, 1997; Adel-
man et al., 2013; Perea, 2015). Some of these are
trivial for the average researcher lacking computa-
tional or natural language processing skills to es-
timate for high-resource languages. For example,
Google n-grams are available for word frequen-
cies in major world languages such as English,
French, Spanish, and Chinese (Michel et al., 2011).
More sophisticated measures are available for high-
resource languages as well, often via web interface,
e.g. the CELEX database (Baayen et al., 1995).

The availability of these quantitative measures for
high-resource languages contributes in part to the
fact that our understanding of the mental architec-
ture of linguistic processing is largely modeled from
the study of a select few languages, helmed by En-

glish. The over-representation of English in compu-
tational and psycholinguistic models obscures the
fact that many of its features are cross-linguistically
quite rare (Majid and Levinson, 2010). A recent
survey of research has quantified this bias for ac-
quisition research specifically by noting the field
only includes research on 1.47% of the world’s lan-
guages (Kidd and Garcia, 2022). Psycholinguistic
researchers of languages beyond this small number
must build corpora and calculate relevant lexical
statistics from scratch before tackling their main
research purpose. This scarcity stands alongside
a similar trend in Natural Language Processing,
where researchers also call for increased diver-
sity of inclusion of data, both at the individual lan-
guage level, and the typology of linguistic features
included (Joshi et al., 2020).

Within that broader context, this paper describes
the development of LexiVault1, an open-source
web tool with annotated lexicons and rich retrieval
capabilities with key measures to support design of
psycholinguistic stimuli for low-resource languages,
starting with Modern Standard Arabic and Tagalog.
These two languages were selected to develop and
launch the tool because they cover a broad range
of possible linguistic features. Tagalog is written
using a Latin alphabet, using left-to-right text or-
der, and exhibits phonological alternation as part
of its morphology. Arabic utilizes the Arabic script,
necessitating a further level of transliteration to be

1https://github.com/SAVANT-team/LexiVault
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easily machine-readable. Unlike Tagalog, its mor-
phophonology is more transparent. Furthermore,
the inclusion of these two languages served an
immediate need in psycholinguistic research as
two languages of the project “Systematicity and
Variation In Word Structure Processing Across Lan-
guages: A Neuro-Typology Approach” (SAVANT)2.
This project aims to investigate how the mind and
brain process word-internal structure, relying on
precise measurements of frequencies of words,
morphemes, and morphological and phonological
processes. A study utilizing morpheme frequencies
generated by LexiVault has already been published
(Cayado et al., 2023), demonstrating a real-life use
case for this tool. Data collection efforts continue for
other languages, with the goal being to invest in ac-
cess for the wider community in support of research
in lesser-studied languages. To reach that objec-
tive, we (1) generated text features and statistics
by inquiring after researchers’ needs and survey-
ing other tools being used in the pre-stimuli design
stage to reduce overhead; (2) abstracted program-
ming complexity wherever possible to maintain an
accessible learning threshold for users with limited
technical background and or resources; (3) adopted
a modular, replicable resource building process to
encourage interest in contributing more languages
over time.

2. Motivation

Psycholinguistic research increasingly depends on
quantitative measurements at all levels of language,
typically derived from NLP tools. A corpus is in-
tended to be representative of what is encountered
by the average speaker (Brysbaert et al., 2017).
These corpus-derived measures have served as
the basis of seminal research on human language
processing, including to support attested effects of
latencies of response to word frequency (Brysbaert
and New, 2009).

Semitic languages – including Modern Standard
Arabic (MSA; Glottolog: arab1395) – have a long
history of significant contribution to psycholinguistic
models due to the difference inherent in processing
non-contiguous morphemes as part of root-and-
pattern morphology, in which morphemes are inter-
leaved with, rather than affixed to, a stem (Prunet
et al., 2000; Idrissi et al., 2008; Boudelaa et al.,
2010). Arabic exists in a rich dialectal landscape,
and development of the initial MSA architecture in
our current tool allows for easy adoption of addi-
tional dialects, which are being prepared for inclu-
sion.

Despite having over 100 million speakers as a
national language of the Phillipines, and a grow-

2https://savant.qmul.ac.uk/

ing interest in psycholinguistic research (Pizarro-
Guevara and Garcia, 2023), Tagalog-Filipino,
henceforth Tagalog (Glottolog: taga1269), has
few computational resources (Cruz and Cheng,
2021). Tagalog exhibits several interesting lexical
features that made it an ideal test case for develop-
ing a robust, searchable annotated lexicon. First,
in addition to prefixation and suffixation, it utilizes
infixation, in which a stem morpheme is split to
accommodate an affix, circumfixation in which two
affixes surround a stem, and reduplication, in which
a stem partially or wholly repeats. Tagalog words
may exhibit multiple of these processes simulta-
neously. Furthermore, the presence of morpho-
phonological phenomena such as nasal coales-
cence means that stemming is not always a simple
case of affix stripping.

While exploring software options to host and
query the lexicons being developed, we observed
that interfaces for psycholinguistic data were heav-
ily skewed towards English and other overrepre-
sented languages (Fearnley, 1997; Taylor et al.,
2019). SketchEngine (Kilgarriff et al., 2014) is one
of the most widely used multilingual resource plat-
forms. Although designed to support lexicogra-
phy research, it does offer a mature ecosystem to
onboard new languages and a friendly interface
to query and retrieve useful some statistics, but
very few statistics at the lexical or sub-lexical level
such as morphemic features. Additionally, there is
the critical constraint of being a subscription-based
commercial service. On the other side of our tool
spectrum is Aralex (Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson,
2010), a free-access interface specifically designed
to address the lack of psycholingistic data for an
understudied language - MSA in this case. Many of
the data annotation and search features offered in
Aralex served as inspiration in developing LexiVault,
while we sought to overcome some of its shortcom-
ings in terms of limited retrieval capability and lack
of infrastructure to accommodate more languages.
As we developed LexiVault, we sought to bring to-
gether desirable features from both SketchEngine
and Aralex to satisfy our design criteria, as sum-
marised in Table 1.

3. Building Language Resources

As we compiled the list of word features to be
generated for each corpus, given the eventual
goal of wide linguistic diversity and the presence
of language-specific attributes such as root-and-
pattern morphology, we sought to establish a base-
line structure for language lexicons with the min-
imum required components to be viably useful
in a psycholinguistic study. This would allow for
wider accommodation when onboarding severely
resource-poor languages beyond the ones planned
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SketchEngine

A
ralex

LexiVault

Design Requirements
Psycholinguistic data
Multi-language support
Freely accessible
User-friendly data retrieval
User contribution support

Table 1: Project requirements and key tools inspir-
ing LexiVault’s design

for this particular project. As is often the case with
low-resource languages, reliable annotation tools
may not be available to produce a richer set of
features. Therefore, we have established a base-
line process and structure as follows, with more
advanced processing for the target languages in
following subsections:
• Build a sizeable corpus, previous work suggests

a 16 million word minimum to be psycholinguisti-
cally representative (Brysbaert and New, 2009)

• Tokenize the corpus to word-level and generate
raw word frequencies

• Perform grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) transcrip-
tion, preferably to the International Phonetic Al-
phabet (IPA)

• Generate character bi-tri-grams with frequencies
• If possible, perform rule-based stemming and

validate with an expert informant
• If stemming is possible, generate morpheme fre-

quency and morpheme-to-whole word transition
probability

• Normalize frequencies to parts-per-million
Phonological Corpus Tools was used (Hall et al.,
2019) to calculate the following measures: phono-
tactic probability, bigram probability, and minimal
pairs. Phonotactic probability is calculated as the
average unigram or bigram positional probability
across a word (Vitevitch and Luce, 2004). Our three
measures of interest are implemented using PCT’s
API functionality offline and included as annotation
to individual items of the corpus.

The functions took as input the lexicon and a
phonological feature matrix. The default feature
matrix was used for Tagalog. Two modifications
to the features were performed in the PCT GUI
for MSA. Binary features for pharyngealization and
length were added as these are phonemically con-
trastive in Arabic.

Finally, when more mature computational tools
are available, additional annotations of interest
such as POS tagging can be pursued in addition

to the minimal list here. Both MSA and Tagalog
included this, as described below.

3.1. Modern Standard Arabic (MSA)
The MSA lexicon was constructed from the Arabic
subset of the GeoWAC family of corpora developed
by Dunn and Adams (2020), primarily based on
Web and Twitter data amounting to 618 million MSA
words. It is our intention to balance the content
out with more free-access MSA data sourced from
newswire and other domains.

Despite the aforementioned interest in MSA and
related languages due to their typologically rare
root-and-pattern morphology, most existing com-
putational resources for Arabic lack both root and
pattern morpheme annotation, collapsing these into
a singular ’stem’ morpheme. We address that in our
processing pipeline by utilizing Camel-Tools (Obeid
et al., 2020) a Python suite of tools to perform a
wide range of NLP tasks specifically designed for
MSA, providing a rich set of annotation from stems,
lemmas, POS to root and pattern, and further at-
tributes detailed in the Camel-Tools documentation.
• Normalizing the text to address letter variants

and vowel inconsistencies common in MSA script,
especially in Web and social media texts

• Running Camel-Tools morphological analysis to
produce stems, lemmas and POS tags, with re-
spective reported accuracies of 95.7% and 95.5%

• Retrieving roots and patterns mappings within the
Camel-Tools morphological database, with vali-
dation from an Arabic-speaking informant fluent
in MSA to address error-or-blank entries

• Annotating words with phonemic transcription in
IPA with Phonemizer (Bernard and Titeux, 2021)

3.2. Tagalog
The Tagalog lexicon was constructed from pre-
existing corpora that were processed and anno-
tated as described here. The existing sources that
comprise the corpus include: 175 million words of
Web data and newswire (Cruz and Cheng, 2021),
52 million words of Web data (Zuraw, 2006), 28.6
million words of Web data and Twitter (GeoWac)
(Dunn and Adams, 2020), 2.1 million words of
Wikipedia (Wray et al., 2022).

After consolidating these resources, the following
processing pipeline was followed:
• Given the level of multilingualism in the Phillip-

ines, code-switching and mixed-language text
was common in the corpus. Language detec-
tion was performed at the sentence level and
non-Tagalog text was discarded. This was per-
formed with the python langdetect3 port of the

3https://pypi.org/project/langdetect/
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Java language− detection module4

• POS tagging, using (Go and Nocon, 2017), a
Stanford POS tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003)
with a reported accuracy of 96.15%, after which
reduction of full sentences to a lexicon of unique
word-tag pairs was performed

• Stemming via in-house rule-based stemmer de-
veloped and validated with assistance of native
Tagalog-speaking informant

• Annotating words with phonemic transcription in
IPA, using Epitran (Mortensen et al., 2018)

4. Designing LexiVault

The design for LexiVault provides: (1) user-friendly
retrieval interface for existing psycholinguistic lexi-
cons, and (2) onboarding support for new language
lexicons. We translated these objectives to techni-
cal requirements in keeping with the broader aims
of the project for a system that is:
REQ.1. Freely accessible and open-source for
ongoing enhancements
REQ.2. User friendly and rich in filtering parame-
ters for precise data retrieval
REQ.3. Minimally technical for onboarding new
languages to the interface

4.1. Architecture
To address REQ.1. and REQ.3., we opted for an
open-source setup (Fig.1) combining Github5 to
house the source code in a stable platform with
contributor-friendly versioning support, and Stream-
lit6 for a web development framework that com-
pletely insulates the front-end JavaScript and HTML
scripting with a well-documented Python API for
ease of use by contributors who are more likely to
be familiar with Python as a popular programming
language in text-processing-heavy disciplines.

Additionally, Streamlit functionality further simpli-
fies REQ.3. with its modular Multipage App organi-
zation for seamless addition of multiple languages.
With LexiVault set up with a main landing page and
a multipage structure for each of the onboarded
languages, the code is organized much like a file
system tree, with modular language pages in a ded-
icated directory, automatically linked to a sidebar
navigation on the web app. With this modular struc-
ture in mind, we created a Template Page.py for
contributors to simply clone in the Github reposi-
tory, and make simple edits to the Python script to
connect that page to the appropriate language lexi-
con in the database, then, if necessary, tweak any
of the search features to align with the attributes
available in said language lexicon.

4https://github.com/shuyo/language-detection
5https://docs.github.com/en
6https://docs.streamlit.io/

4.2. Functionality
To satisfy REQ.2., Streamlit offers a number of
interactive widgets and an intuitive interface to ac-
commodate advanced search features, display re-
sults on-screen in a paginated, customizable tab-
ular form and offer users the option to export the
results for use in stimuli design or further analysis.
Flexible search parameters The interface
(Fig.2) offers advanced search functionality
tailored to the language.7 There is a toggle option
to enforce strict or approximate matches. Category
widgets like the POS options all dynamically link to
the data source to display tags actually available in
the lexicon. The searchkey text field handles one
or multiple space-separated keys and all results
are compiled into one query for efficiency.
Batch retrieval and export When planning stim-
uli, users often compile lists of candidate words
to retrieve measures for. While Aralex (Boude-
laa and Marslen-Wilson, 2010) only allows individ-
ual searches, forcing the user to reset after each
one, LexiVault accommodates batch retrieval with
a drag-and-drop file upload function: users upload
a list of searchkeys in a simple text file, set the
desired parameters, and get a complete set of re-
sults neatly compiled for each entry in their input
file. When results are displayed, LexiVault offers
the users an Export as .csv option to save their re-
sults in an easy-access format to address another
user-experience limitation observed when using
Aralex: in the absence of an export option, users
need to get creative to copy the results from the
web interface.

5. Conclusion and Next Steps

This paper introduces LexiVault, a web tool for stor-
ing and searching lexicons of lesser-resourced and
under-researched languages. These lexicons are
annotated with psycholinguistic measures in mind.

The tool has been launched with two language
lexicons prepared: Modern Standard Arabic and
Tagalog. LexiVault is designed to expand, with
community assistance, and several languages are
already in progress. This includes several dialects
of Arabic, including Gulf and Egyptian. Bangla,
a language with highly divergent phonemic and
graphemic forms that will showcase the tool’s lexi-
cal statistics, is also in progress.

As we continue development on language re-
sources, the tool itself will keep evolving, informed
by real user feedback from psycholinguists. Some
planned functionality enhancements include: a tab-
based navigation within each language page to

7For instance, the MSA interface supports input
in either Arabic script or Buckwalter transliteration
http://www.qamus.org/transliteration.htm
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Figure 1: Overview of the LexiVault open-source achitecture.

Figure 2: Example search parameters on the MSA language page.

toggle between word-level measures and n-gram
measures which demand a slightly different set
of search parameters; augmenting the matching
option with regex-like capability for the searchkey
function to detect more elaborate patterns.

In preparation for wider contribution, we’re de-
veloping a moderation protocol to ensure quality
and structure compliance both for on-boarding new

languages and augmenting existing ones. Docu-
mentation is also underway to support users in their
creation of new language pages, as well as video
tutorials andor workshops for both contributors and
end-users.
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